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You’re committed to living and working in Saskatchewan and are 
preparing our children for their bright futures. We’ve prepared Teach 
Saskatchewan to help integrate Saskatchewan-published books into 
your classrooms, libraries, and beyond. The books featured in this 
catalogue have been selected from Saskatchewan publishers and have 
been evaluated for curriculum content. Your local bookstore or regular 
distributor will have many of these books because they know you want 
to support local authors and businesses in your communities.

SaskBooks is the non-profit creative industry association for the 
publishing sector in Saskatchewan. Find reviews of our publishers’ 
books at reviews.skbooks.com. If you can’t find the Saskatchewan 
books you’re looking for, visit saskbooks.com, use the order form  
on the back of this catalogue, or give us a call at (306) 780-9811. 
Teachers, schools, and libraries receive a 20% discount.

We’re looking for your feedback. If you’d be interested in participating 
in a Teach Saskatchewan focus group, or suggesting other ways of 
integrating locally published books into your teaching, please email  
bookweek@saskbooks.com for more details.

SaskBooks is grateful for the support it received for this resource from 
the Access Copyright Foundation, the Canada Book Fund, and from  
Creative Saskatchewan.

Teach Saskatchewan

Bringing Métis Children’s Literature to Life:
Resource Kit

This kit contains 21 resources and includes: 13 children’s books —
12 bilingual in English and Michif, complete with an audio CD with
narrations in both languages, one English-only children’s book; 4
DVDs — 3 made from books, 1 Métis dance DVD; 2 sets of study
prints; 1 series of 5 comics based on Métis folklore; and 1 teacher
guidebook, 5 themes with lesson plans for each including Who
are the Métis? Métis Values – Good Medicine; Métis Roots; Métis
Entertainment and Stories; and Métis Dance. The resource guide is
available free, online at www.metismuseum.ca/learning_resources.

Bringing Métis Children’s Literature to Life: 
Resource Kit

This kit contains 21 resources and includes: 13 children’s books — 
12 bilingual in English and Michif, complete with an audio CD with 
narrations in both languages, one English-only children’s book; 
4 DVDs — 3 made from books, 1 Métis dance DVD; 2 sets of study 
prints; 1 series of 5 comics based on Métis folklore; and 1 teacher 
guidebook, 5 themes with lesson plans for each including Who 
are the Métis? Métis Values – Good Medicine; Métis Roots; Métis
Entertainment and Stories; and Métis Dance. The resource guide is 
available free, online at www.metismuseum.ca.

https://reviews.skbooks.com
www.saskbooks.com
https://bookweek.skbooks.com
http://www.metismuseum.ca/learning_resources.php
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The Day I Lost My Bear  
In Cypress Hills
M. Larson 
Illustrated by K. Brahmachari

Early Childhood Education
A family adventure at grandparents’ 
cabin engages readers in life in Cypress 
Hills, noting the attractions and also 
the wildlife that may be encountered. 
The loss of the boy’s bear creates a 
crisis at the day’s end, but is happily 
resolved. 32 pages. M. Larson Books. 
9781775321859. $13.99.

Gina’s Wheels
Mary Harelkin Bishop 
Illustrated by Diane L. Greenhorn

ELA, Health Studies, Social Studies
When five-year-old Gina meets a 
Paralympic athlete at her local shopping 
mall, she decides that using wheels is just 
as valid a way of navigating the world 
as using legs. Her experience helps her 
welcome a new girl to her class who also 
uses a wheelchair. Gina’s Wheels features 
Collette Bourgonje, ten-time Paralympic 
medalist. 34 pages. DriverWorks Ink. 
9781927570128. $13.95. Review available.

Leaving Mr. Humphries
Alison Lohans 
Illustrated by Gretchen Ehrsam

Arts Education, ELA, Kindergarten
Aunt Judy and Grandpa do their best 
to introduce Josh to their rustic life at 
the cottage while his mother is on a 
business trip. Josh clings to his stuffed 
bear, Mr. Humphries, for comfort in an 
unfamiliar situation. The characterization 
of loving older relatives taking care of 
an anxious child in their simple way is 
touching, while Josh shows real growth 
in the course of his visit. 40 pages. 
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781927756072. $12.95. Review available.

Grades K-2

https://reviews.skbooks.com/ginas-wheels/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/leaving-mr-humphries/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Day-I-Lost-My-Bear-In-Cypress-Hills-The-Adventures-of-the-Barnyard-Boys-p136115486
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Leaving-Mr-Humphries-p105068294
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Ginas-Wheels-Based-on-a-True-Story-p105068350
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Lullaby Lilly
Laurie Muirhead 
Illustrated by Debora Johnson

ELA, Kindergarten
A little girl and her mother feed off each 
other’s creativity and make up fanciful 
rhymes about things that Lilly has seen, 
heard, tasted, smelled, and touched. She 
learns she can create lullabies with her 
imagination, using the world around 
her for inspiration. Lullaby Lilly is a 
wonderfully rhythmic and fun book to 
read aloud, with alliteration and rhyming 
on every page. 48 pages. Your Nickel’s 
Worth Publishing. 9781927756942. 
$14.95. Review available.

Mama’s Cloud
Jessica Williams 
Illustrated by Mateya Ark

ELA, Health Education
Mama is the most wonderful and 
magical person in the world, but when 
a dark cloud settles over her, the inner 
magic seems to vanish. There must be 
something that can make the cloud 
disappear, but what? Mama’s Cloud is a 
sensitive exploration of a young child 
coming to understand her mother’s 
depression, complete with charming 
illustrations. 23 pages. All Write Here 
Publishing. 9781775345619. $22.50. 
Review available.

The Mealtime Monster
Jessica Williams 
Illustrated by Daria Lavrova

Early Learning, Health Education
Iris Rose hates eating her veggies. Night 
after night she wishes she could just eat 
dessert. Then, one night, her wish comes 
true. The Mealtime Monster follows 
Iris Rose as she learns that eating only 
sweets isn’t so enjoyable after all. The 
text features Seussical rhymes, while 
the illustrations are textured, bright, 
and engaging. 30 pages. All Write Here 
Publishing. 9781775345602. $11.99.

Grades K-2

https://reviews.skbooks.com/lullaby-lilly/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/mamas-cloud/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Mamas-Cloud-p112869829
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Mealtime-Monster-The-p117869846
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Lullaby-Lilly-p105068578
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Grades K-2

Super
Ruth Chorney 
Illustrated by Jillian Sawyshyn

Health Education
Katie desperately wants to have 
superpowers so she can perform 
magnificent feats, just like her favourite 
heroes. Throughout the book, Katie 
learns to see her helpful everyday actions 
as superpowers. The book includes 
sections in the back for kids to draw 
their own superhero personas. 22 pages. 
7 Springs Books. 9780993975721. $10.00.

The Two Trees
Sally Meadows 
Illustrated by Trudi Olfert

Health Education, Social Studies
Jaxon’s older brother Syd is smart, really 
smart. When Jaxon sees Syd having 
trouble interacting with other kids, he is 
torn between loyalty to his brother and 
the frustration of having a sibling who is 
“different.” The Two Trees is a poignant 
story that gives a glimpse into the 
experience of having a child with high-
functioning Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD). 44 pages. Your Nickel’s Worth 
Publishing. 9781927756430. $14.95. 
Review available.

What Did You Draw?
Ruth Chorney 
Illustrated by Nicolas Chorney

Arts Education, ELA, Kindergarten
Two siblings share their love of art and 
sense of humour through wordplay and 
clever illustrations in this entertaining 
picture book. The illustrations show 
the contrast between Danny’s scribbly, 
child-like drawings and his sister’s more 
sophisticated pencil crayon pictures that 
stay skilfully within the lines. 32 pages. 
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781894431910. $14.95. Review available.

https://reviews.skbooks.com/two-trees-the/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/what-did-you-draw/
skbooks.com/bookstore/Super-p125498248
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Two-Trees-The-p105068421
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/What-Did-You-Draw-p105068247
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Grades K-2

When the Trees Crackle  
with Cold: A Cree Calendar:  
pi-simwasinahikan
Bernice Johnson-Laxdal  
and Miriam Körner 
Illustrations by Miriam Körner

Treaty Education
This book walks readers through the 
Cree month names, explaining how they 
were named. The text features both 
English and Cree, while the watercolour 
illustrations depict beautiful natural 
landscapes. Includes pronunciation 
guide, and additional vocabulary. Books, 
e-books, and audiobooks available in 
y-, n-, and th-dialects. Activity book 
also available. Winner, Saskatchewan 
Book Awards 2020. Your Nickel’s Worth 
Publishing. 9781927756843. $19.95. 
Review available.

You Can Count on the Prairies
Leila J. Olfert

Early Childhood Education, 
Kindergarten
This counting book offers possibilities 
for discussion among young children 
including counting, numbers (Arabic 
and text), seasons, shapes, differences, 
similarities, and landscapes. Each spread 
features a number with its accompanying 
text and a photograph of the same 
number of grain bins in Saskatchewan. 
29 pages. Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781988783116. $12.95. Review available.

You Can’t Invite a Fish  
to a Dance Party
Jessica Williams 
Illustrated by Jimena de la Vega

Health Education
The pets all agreed, they couldn’t invite 
Fish to the dance party. It would be 
too dangerous for him, and besides, he 
wouldn’t have any fun. Fish finds a way 
to accept himself and for others to accept 
him for what he is and what he can do. 
32 pages. All Write Here Publishing. 
9781999539726. $11.99. Review available.

X Saskatchewan Book Awards 2020

https://reviews.skbooks.com/when-the-trees-crackle-with-cold-a-cree-calendar/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/you-can-count-on-the-prairies/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/you-cant-invite-a-fish-to-a-dance-party/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/When-the-Trees-Crackle-with-Cold-A-Cree-Calendar-PISIMWASKINAHIKAN-p105068564
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/You-Cant-Invite-a-Fish-to-a-Dance-Party-p159873607
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/You-Can-Count-on-the-Prairies-p112398342
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Annie’s Bright Idea
Audrhea Lande 
Illustrated by Jenny Prest

ELA
Two young sisters venture out in 
Depression-era Winnipeg on a quest 
to find Santa Claus. The author has 
captured the ”I remember when” story 
with language such as “easy peasy” 
and colourful illustrations merged with 
reproductions of old photos, newspaper 
clippings, and memorabilia. 32 pages. 
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781894431545. $14.95. Review available.

Baba’s Babushka:  
A Magical Ukrainian Wedding
Marion Mutala 
Illustrated by Amber Rees

ELA, Social Studies, Ukrainian-English
The wind brings Natalia a babushka just 
like the ones her Baba used to wear, 
taking the young girl on a magical 
journey to discover the wedding 
traditions of her Ukrainian heritage. 
She also learns how her family came 
to immigrate to Canada. Includes text 
in Ukrainian, as well as a glossary, 
a traditional recipe, and references. 
Winner, High Plains Book Awards 
2014. 48 pages. Your Nickel’s Worth 
Publishing. 9781894431538. $14.95. 
Review available.

Back to Batoche
Cheryl Chad

ELA, Social Studies
When Max, Kaeleigh, and Liam find a 
pocket watch at the Batoche National 
Historic Site, they are magically 
transported back to the Battle of Batoche. 
With the help of Isidore, they must help 
Gabriel Dumont and Louis Riel lead the 
Métis people through the North West 
Resistance. Winner, High Plains Book 
Awards 2015. 128 pages. Your Nickel’s 
Worth Publishing. 9781927756201. $12.95. 
Review available.

Grades 3-5

X High Plains Book Awards 2014

X High Plains Book Awards 2015

https://reviews.skbooks.com/annies-bright-idea/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/babas-babushka-a-magical-ukrainian-wedding/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/back-to-batoche/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Back-to-Batoche-p112179988
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Annies-Bright-Idea-A-Christmastime-Adventure-p105068118
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Babas-Babushka-A-Magical-Ukrainian-Wedding-p105068292
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Cyclone:  
The Regina Tornado of 1912
Warren James 
Illustrated by Carly Reimer

Arts Education, ELA, Science,  
Social Studies
Based on the cyclone that devastated 
Regina in 1912, the text is presented 
chronologically and printed on a 
background resembling text in silent 
movies. The book’s last four pages 
include a page captioned “In Memoriam”, 
listing the names of the 28 people who 
were the victims of the tornado. 39 pages. 
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781894431712. $14.95. Review available.

Ghosts of Government House
Judith Silverthorne

ELA, Social Studies
Sam and J.J., are exploring Government 
House one night when the lights 
suddenly go out. Mystery abounds in 
Ghosts of Government House as the girls 
try to discover what is causing these 
supernatural disturbances. Is it Howie, 
the famed ghost of Government House? 
120 pages. Your Nickel’s Worth 
Publishing. 9781894431637. $9.95. 
Review available.

Good Morning, Sunshine!:  
A Story of Mindfulness
Trina Markusson 
Illustrated by James Hearne

Health Education
A colourful, easy to read interaction 
between a mom and son reminds him to 
use his tools to overcome anxiety. The 
book highlights six mindfulness tools 
to use with children and is effective in 
bringing their attention to the present 
moment and settling stressful, worrisome 
thoughts. Perforated cards at the back 
of the book can be used as signals for 
each of the tools. 22 pages. Your Nickel’s 
Worth Publishing. 9781927756775. 
$15.95. Review available.

Grades 3-5

https://reviews.skbooks.com/cyclone-the-regina-tornado-of-1912/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/ghosts-of-government-house/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/good-morning-sunshine/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Ghosts-of-Government-House-p105068119
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Good-Morning-Sunshine-A-Story-of-Mindfulness-p105068555
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Cyclone-The-Regina-Tornado-of-1912-p105068179
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Grades 3-5

Honouring the Buffalo:  
A Plains Cree Legend
Ray Lavallee and Judith Silverthorne 
Plains Cree translation by Randy Morin, 
Jean Okimasis, and Arok Wolvengrey 
Illustrated by Mike Keepness

Social Studies, Treaty Education
Through the Creator, Buffalo gave 
themselves as a gift for the sustenance 
and survival of the Plains Cree people. 
This largest land animal in North America 
once thundered across the Great Plains 
in numbers of 30 to 50 million. This is 
the story of how Buffalo came to share 
themselves so freely. Written in both 
Plains Cree and English, Honouring the 
Buffalo also features photographs, a fact 
sheet, and educational resources. Winner, 
Next Generation Indie Book Awards 
2015. Silver, Moonbeam Children’s 
Book Awards 2015. Silver, IPPY Award 
2016. 48 pages. Your Nickel’s Worth 
Publishing. 9781927756331. $14.95. 
Review available.

Lily in the Loft
Carol L. MacKay 
Illustrated by Val Moker

ELA
Frances’ favourite thing to do is to sit 
in the loft of the barn and write. With 
the encouragement of her mom and 
Aunt Margaret, Frances takes on the 
pen name Lily in the Loft and submits a 
poem to The Western Producer, hoping 
they will feature her. Lily in the Loft 
introduces kids to the publishing process 
and features the history of the Young 
Co-operators’ Club, a column dedicated 
to publishing young writers. 32 pages. 
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781927756911. $14.95.  
Review available.

X Next Generation Indie Book Awards 2015

X Moonbeam Children’s Book Awards 2015

X IPPY Awards 2016

https://reviews.skbooks.com/honouring-the-buffalo/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/lily-in-the-loft/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Honouring-the-Buffalo-A-Plains-Cree-Legend-p105068385
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Lily-in-the-Loft-p112398320
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Grades 3-5

Murphy Mondays
Jane Smith 
Illustrated by Wendi Nordell

Health Education
Murphy Mondays: The First St. John 
Ambulance Dog in a Canadian 
Emergency Room relates the real life 
experiences of a St. John Ambulance 
Therapy Dog at the Royal University 
Hospital in Saskatoon on Mondays. 
The impact of these visits is felt by 
patients, family, and staff and has been 
shared with other hospitals across the 
country. 32 pages. DriverWorks Ink. 
9781927570456. $13.99.  
Review available.

Rescued
Janice Howden

ELA, Health Education, Social Studies
Hawkeye, the Tibetan Terrier, was raised 
in a place where dogs are bred and sold 
for profit. He and his brother Freddie 
are forced to leave the puppy mill and 
head out into a large, unknown world. 
Based on a true story, Rescued features 
photos of Hawkeye’s real-life inspiration, 
Rahj, as well as a forward and postscript 
explaining puppy mills. 63 pages. 
DriverWorks Ink. 9781927570319. $13.95. 
Review available.

https://reviews.skbooks.com/murphy-mondays/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/rescued-2/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Murphy-Mondays-The-First-St-John-Ambulance-Therapy-Dog-in-a-Canadian-Emergency-Room-p119867717
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Rescued-p105068543
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Born Resilient: True Stories  
of Life’s Greatest Challenges
Allan Kehler

Health Education
This collection of courageous, real-life 
stories are true examples of loss, pain, 
and devastation and cover addictions, 
abuse, domestic violence, and grief. 
The stories will help the reader gain 
insight as to how a person was able to 
persevere. The collection is organized 
around 5 themes of resilience. 120 pages. 
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781988783024. $17.95. Review available.

Mistasinîy:  
Buffalo Rubbing Stone
Mary Harelkin Bishop 
Illustrated by Heaven Starr

ELA, Social Studies
Zach, a Cree student in a predominantly 
white Saskatchewan school, has a 
strained relationship with Danny. They 
are paired for a Social Studies project to 
excavate their family history. The project 
leads them to get to know their former 
“enemy” and offers new discoveries of 
both others and self. Mistasinîy deftly 
handles these post-colonial ideas, 
especially for its given audience.  
184 pages. DriverWorks Ink. 
9781927570326. $14.95. Review available.

Rank 6: Firestorm
Barry McDivitt

ELA, Health Education
As Emily struggles with depression 
and suicidal thoughts, she encounters 
a life-and-death struggle that helps her 
clarify her will to live. This fast-moving 
adventure highlights many of the issues 
that young people need to resolve as 
they learn about themselves and face 
the issues in their worlds. 169 pages. 
Thistledown Press. 9781771871624. 
$15.95.

Grades 6-9

https://reviews.skbooks.com/born-resilient/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/mistasiniy/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Born-Resilient-True-Stories-of-Lifes-Greatest-Challenges-p105068642
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Mistasiniy-Buffalo-Rubbing-Stone-p105068565
https://www.thistledownpress.com/html/search/genre/Young_Adult_Fiction/rank_6_p646.cfm
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Skye Bird and  
the Eagle Feather
Mary Harelkin Bishop 
Illustrated by Heaven Starr

ELA, Social Studies
When Skye Bird and her classmates are 
forced to transfer to a new school, Skye 
is disappointed that her new school 
doesn’t have Culture Club, Powwow, or 
a Drumming Group. Skye Bird and the 
Eagle Feather follows Skye as she strives 
to introduce Indigenous representation 
in her new school, and the pushback 
she faces from students and teachers. 
Silver, Moonbeam Children’s Book 
Awards. 160 pages. DriverWorks Ink. 
9781927570395. $13.95.  
Review available.

www.walkwithapolarbear.com
Mercedes Montgomery

ELA
Angela loves to ski in Jasper and thinks 
she saw a white bear, though there are 
no polar bears in Jasper. Concerned 
about the deterioration of their habitat 
and their very survival, the polar bears 
from Northern Manitoba have taken 
matters into their own paws. Note: 
the Ministry of Education has not 
evaluated the websites mentioned in the 
book. Winner, Animals Book Festival 
2013. 125 pages. Your Nickel’s Worth 
Publishing. 9781894431293. $12.95. 
Review available.

Grades 6-9

X Animals Book Festival 2013

https://reviews.skbooks.com/skye-bird-and-the-eagle-feather/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/www-walkwithapolarbear-com/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Skye-Bird-and-the-Eagle-Feather-p105068620
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/www-walkwithapolarbear-com-p105057983
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Along Comes a Wolfe
Angie Counios and David Gane

ELA
When Sheri Beckman disappears Tony 
Shepherd isn’t content to give up on the 
search. He enlists the help of Charlie 
Wolfe, a wise-ass who plays by his 
own rules, to try and figure out what 
happened. Book 1 in the Shepherd and 
Wolfe series. Novel study, content guide, 
and other resources available on the 
authors’ website. Winner, Saskatchewan 
Book Awards 2017. 424 pages.  
ßYour Nickel’s Worth Publishing. 
9781927756782. $19.95. Review available.

Beethoven
Jim McLean

Creative Writing, ELA
Beethoven is a collection of poems 
presented in several invented voices, 
including the titular composer, the 
women in his life, and his tyrannical 
father. A clever merging of disparate 
elements with musical references is 
maintained throughout the book. The 
book is also scored with McLean’s 
illustrations. 117 pages. Burton House 
Books. 9780994866929. $20.00.  
Review available.

Blackbird Song
Randy Lundy

ELA
Drawing from his Cree heritage, as well 
as from European and Asian traditions, 
these poems search for truths found 
amid solitude, nature, and death, along 
with delight in the joy of love within 
the complexity of diverse relationships. 
Lundy accepts the weight and the 
richness of memory, drawing portraits 
of people who have touched his life. 
Winner, Saskatchewan Book Awards 2019. 
88 pages. University of Regina Press. 
9780889775572. $19.95. Review available.

Grades 10-12

X Saskatchewan Book Awards 2017

X Saskatchewan Book Awards 2019

https://reviews.skbooks.com/along-comes-a-wolfe/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/beethoven/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/blackbird-song/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Along-Comes-a-Wolfe-A-Shepherd-&-Wolfe-Mystery-p105068560
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Beethoven-p105068602
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Blackbird-Song-p112398341
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Cartograph: Poems
Cara-Lyn Morgan

ELA
Cartograph explores the connection 
between place and identity. The 
collection features landmarks such as 
Duck Lake, Humboldt, and Lumsden, 
using the memories associated with 
these places to explore Morgan’s Métis 
and Trinidadian heritage, as well as the 
experiences that have shaped her own 
personal history. 107 pages. Thistledown 
Press. 9781771871518. $17.95.

Corvus
Harold Johnson

ELA
It has been 80 years since North America 
was ravaged by wars and natural 
disasters. In this dystopian world, George 
Taylor, a lawyer from La Ronge, crashes 
his vehicle near a mountain-sheltered 
First Nations community. He discovers 
new ways of thinking that affect his 
sense of self and identity. 277 pages. 
Thistledown Press. 9781771870511. 
$19.95. Review available.

The Education  
of Augie Merasty:  
A Residential School Memoir
Joseph Auguste Merasty 
With David Carpenter

ELA, Truth and  
Reconciliation Resources
Augie Merasty was one of an estimated 
150,000 First Nations, Inuit, and Métis 
children who were taken from their 
families and sent to residential schools, 
where they were subjected to aggressive 
assimilation. Even as he looks back 
on this painful part of his childhood, 
Merasty’s sense of humour and warm 
voice shine. This edition adds a study 
guide and postscript. One Book One 
Province, 2017. Contains descriptions of 
abuse that may not be suitable for some 
students. 96 pages. University of Regina 
Press. 9780889774575. $21.95.  
Review available.

Grades 10-12

X One Book One Province 2017

https://reviews.skbooks.com/corvus/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/the-education-of-augie-merasty/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Cartograph-Poems-p107922720
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Education-of-Augie-Merasty-The-New-Edition-p112398324
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Corvus-A-Novel-p105068473
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Grades 10-12

Forever Changed
Cheri Helstrom

ELA, History, Social Studies
Ritchie Scott grew up in Alameda, 
Saskatchewan in the 1920s and 
journeyed to Italy during the Second 
World War. Forever Changed, written 
by Ritchie’s daughter, focuses on major 
traumatic events in Ritchie’s life that 
led him to sign up for military duty and 
which resulted in Post-Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD). 128 pages.  
DriverWorks Ink. 9781927570272. $16.95. 
Review available.

Index
Roula Partheniou

Arts Education
Toronto-based artist Roula Partheniou 
questions how much visual information 
we need to recognize objects, 
encouraging viewers to challenge visual 
assumptions through her recreations of 
household items. The book also includes 
critical texts by Jennifer Matotek,  
Jon Davies, Ivan Jurakic, Fynn Leitch, and 
Peggy Gale, plus an interview with Nate 
McLeod. 160 pages. Dunlop Art Gallery. 
9781988404011. $29.99. Review available.

Kisiskâciwan:  
Indigenous Voices from  
Where the River Flows Swiftly
Edited by Jesse Rae Archibald-Barber

ELA, Native Studies
This groundbreaking anthology from 
territory that is now Saskatchewan 
includes oral narratives from Cree, 
Saulteaux, Nakoda, Dakota, Dene, and 
Métis cultures; early writings from Cree 
missionaries; speeches and letters by 
Treaty Chiefs; stories from elders; archival 
discoveries; and contemporary literary 
works. Stories are from 96 voices that are 
historically and culturally comprehensive. 
Winner, Saskatchewan Book Awards 
2019. 446 pages. University of Regina 
Press. 9780889775428. $39.95. Review 
available.

X Saskatchewan Book Awards 2019
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Grades 10-12

Life Lessons From a Red Serge
Linda Garvey and Barb Porter

Career Education, Health Education
Life Lessons From a Red Serge was 
inspired by Staff Sergeant Garvey, a 
member of the RCMP who passed away 
from brain cancer in 2017. Intended 
as a guide for his grandchildren, the 
book details Garvey’s philosophy and 
lessons for living what he believed to be 
a good life. 86 pages. McKenzie Carver 
& Associates. 9781775353607. $15.95. 
Review available.

Line Dance
Edited by Gerald Hill

ELA
Prompted and inspired by two-line 
quotations sent out by Poet Laureate 
Gerry Hill during Poetry Month 2016, the 
poems in this collection speak to their 
original inspirations and call to each 
other from across the prairie landscape. 
All 19 poets are, or have been, residents 
of Saskatchewan. 118 pages. Burton 
House Books. 9780994866912. $20.00. 
Review available.

nakamowin’sa for the seasons
Rita Bouvier

ELA, Native Studies
This collection of poetry is a response to 
the highs and lows of life and represents 
an attempt at restoring order in order to 
live joyfully. Inspired by the metaphor 
of a voyageur sustained by song on 
his journeys, these “wordsongs for the 
seasons” draw heavily on images from 
nature as well as the joys, heartaches 
and transgressions Bouvier has witnessed 
and experienced as a Métis woman. 
Winner, Saskatchewan Book Awards 
2016. 79 pages. Thistledown Press. 
9781771870559. $17.95.X Saskatchewan Book Awards 2016

https://reviews.skbooks.com/life-lessons-from-a-red-serge/
https://reviews.skbooks.com/line-dance/
https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Life-Lessons-from-a-Red-Serge-p112398375
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https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/nakamowin-sa-for-the-seasons-Poems-p105068427
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nipê wânîn: Poems
Mika Lafond

ELA, Indigenous Languages
Mika Lafond’s poetry collection, deeply 
inspired by her grandmother, explores 
her experiences as a Cree woman. They 
touch on history, both personal to her 
and to the Cree people as a whole. The 
poems are written in both Cree and 
English, providing a unique opportunity 
to see poems translated by their original 
poet. Winner, Indigenous Voices Awards 
2018. 183 pages. Thistledown Press. 
9781771871297. $20.00. Review available.

Paths to the Stars
Edward Willett

ELA
Paths to the Stars is Edward Willett’s first 
collection of short stories, spanning his 
entire writing career. The stories run the 
gamut from fantasy to science fiction, 
from inside jokes spun into stories to 
unsettling, speculative meditations. Some 
stories have gone on to be published or 
reworked into various novels. 307 pages. 
Shadowpaw Press. 9781999382704. 
$19.95. Review available.

Triton’s Daughter
Emory Gayle

ELA
Taking place in the same world as The 
Water Series, Triton’s Daughter brings 
to light another part of Mer and a side 
to its people that has yet to be seen. A 
whole new cast of characters, locations, 
powers, and gods awaits in this romantic 
and action-packed first installment. 
216 pages. Emory Gayle. 9781775353843. 
$14.99.

Grades 10-12

X Indigenous Voices Awards 2018
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wawiyata-cimowinisa:  
Funny Little Stories
Edited by Arok Wolvengrey

ELA, Indigenous Languages,  
Native Studies, Social Studies,  
Treaty Education
wawiyata-cimowinisa presents nine stories 
in Plains, Woods, and Swampy Cree. The 
stories were narrated by Cree speakers 
and elders, and transcribed by Cree 
Linguistics students under the supervision 
of Arok Wolvengrey. The collection 
includes bilingual texts, a glossary, and 
an introduction to the Cree syllabic 
writing system. 110 pages. University of 
Regina Press. 9780889771857. $19.95.

Birds of Saskatchewan
Edited by Alan Smith, C. Stuart Houston 
and J. Frank Roy

General Reference
Birds of Saskatchewan is a full-colour, 
comprehensive look at all the birds that 
call Saskatchewan home. 437 species of 
birds are documented in this 768-page 
compendium, a result of over ten years 
of work and several lifetimes of 
observation, research, and writing. This 
work celebrates Saskatchewan’s rich 
natural heritage and acknowledges the 
efforts made to study and sustain each 
bird’s presence in the province.  
768 pages. Nature Saskatchewan. 
9780921104346. $79.95.

Grades 10-12

Reference

https://www.skbooks.com/bookstore/Funny-Little-Stories-Memoir-1-First-Nations-Language-Reader-p105057743
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